
Immerse yourself in color



concept



The story of color

In ancient times and across cultures, color was a means to heal and awaken spiritual strengths.
Ancient Egyptians would drink water exposed to sunlight in colored glass bottles and would spend 
time in rooms specially conceived to capture sunlight through colored glass panes.

Ancient Greeks meticulously designed the coloring and lighting of temples, as these elements played 
an important role in their religious rites.

The discovery of millennia-old papyrus scrolls attests to the ancient use of color in China.

In India, color plays a precise role in well-being, each color of the rainbow being associated with one 
of the 7 chakras, points through which vital energy (Prana) enters the body: the head, the throat, the 
heart, the solar plexus, the spleen and the sacred root.

Native Americans called colors “the rainbow medicine”, present in rituals, talismans and natural 
energy forces.





Concept

mycoocoon ‘s holistic view of well-being provides a new kind of lifestyle, a return to harmony with 
oneself and taking the time to feel good. An Essential Luxury providing a spectrum of well-being, 
mycoocoon is an instant source of energy and vitality.

mycoocoon is an opportunity to enter a new and growing market at the forefront of well-being 
innovation with strong potential for return on investment.

Today we consume in new ways. Consumers are looking to live experiences that contribute to their 
well-being. Content-rich projects that encourage knowledge and provide connection with others and 
with nature are shaping the future of business concepts.

mycoocoon immersion is based on the principle that each person is drawn to the color that they need 
to balance their energy levels.

mycoocoon provides wellness through chromatic experiences, natural elements, and the awakening 
of the senses.





Color, Light and Well Being

Today, it is scientifically proven that color can influence well-being. Light is a form of energy, composed 
of all the visible colors of the rainbow. Each color has a specific rhythm and wavelength, giving it a 
unique vibration.

Colors affect us by the energy they transmit, and can help us balance our energies and find harmony 
within ourselves and with our environment. : the Bio Empathie of color.

Light immersion is based on the ability of light therapy to affect us physiologically and emotionally. 
Human beings unconsciously associate colors with certain emotions, symbols and experiences – 
such as a verdant landscape, a blue sky, or an orange sunset – which can evoke various sensations 
depending on the energy levels of the person and their associations with that color.

mycoocoon is an organic color light immersion.









mycoocoon immersion

To rebalance customers’ color energy, specially developed «coocoons» provide a “bain de lumière”, 
or light bath, under bio compatible lamps which immerses the whole body in key colors in a 
pre-determined sequence and rhythm. It begins with the color “missing” from the customer’s chromatic 
profile, followed by complementary colors.

Each color having its own role, they come together to create a moment of relaxation, with sounds and 
aromas to complete the experience.

mycoocoon immersion are spaces established in hotels, spas, airports, corporate offices and as 
freestanding salons.

mycoocoon nomade are similar spaces, set up temporarily, in association with specific occasions 
and events.



mycoocoon immersion

immerse yourself in color

The new era of luxury is a contemplation of 
design, immateriality, temporality, sensitivity 
and taking time for yourself.

mycoocoon belongs to this new era.



mycoocoon fiche technique

made in Italy

coocoon

Hauteur total ± 2.10m
Longueur total: ± 2.37 m
Largeur coocon: ± 1.58m

Lampe bio compatible, sans 
fréquence nocive. 



mycoocoon chromatest



mycoocoon chromatest

In the mycoocoon immersion and nomade spaces, customers can receive mycoocoon chromatests, 
developped by the chroma therapist Pierre Van Obberghen, to establish their individual chromatic 
profile and determine their color and energy balance and needs.

Pierre Van Obberghen is the founder of the ISCTCP, the International School of Color Therapy and Color Psychology. He 
is the creator of the now-famous “Professional Color Test”, also called the “Personal Chromatic Profile”, presented at 
Cambridge University during the the symposium “Light, Colour and Sound for Health in the 21st Century”.









mycoloremotion

mycoloremotion creates an online community of individuals based on their chromatic and emotional 
profiles, and provides a real-time indicator of people’s color-emotion around the world.

It is the first online and mobile platform where users can connect with each other to share their 
emotional and color energy in real-time, as well as ideas and content about color. After logging in by 
indicating your color and emotion, your profile will appear on the mycoloremotion world map, giving 
you the possibility to interact with the profiles of your choice.

Resources and applications will enrich this unique social networking aspect, to help you determine 
your color needs and receive invitations to mycoocoon color-themed events and a trend color 
emotion forecast for companies.





mycoocoon+

mycoocoon also offer the exclusive mycoocoon sensorial box, a package of color-based products 
for all the senses: sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch.

The mycoocoon sensorial box provides pre-assembled packages that can be adapted to individual 
needs. A standard catalog of merchandise is complemented with limited editions developed through 
creative collaborations on various aspects of color with artists, musicians, designers, chefs and 
others.

Co-branded collaborations with other companies furnish for amenities kits to hotel guests.

TO SEE TO HEAR TO TASTE TO SMELL TO TOUCH

Color and nature videos 
by artists ...

Music and sounds 
based on color 
emotions ...

Chroma recipes using
seasonal fruits and 
vegetables  ...

Smells and emotions ... Energetic fabrics, color
mask ...



mycoocoon events and exhibtions

mycoocoon propose host seminars, exhibitions and other events organized with artists, musicians, 
designers, chefs and others on the subject of color, and leading to the development of limited edition 
products that will be made available for purchase.



mycoocoon corporate products and services

In addition to consumer products, mycoocoon will develop an offering for corporate customers and 
partners.

Co-branding with hotels, airlines and others can be used to develop various guest/passenger 
amenity packages. Customized and co-branded versions of the sensorial box can serve as the basis 
for corporate gifts, customer rewards and other incentive packages.

mycoocoon provides services to companies centered on color and well-being, such as design 
consulting and organization of workshops/seminars/exercises on the subject of color and designed 
to improve employee well-being at work.



From a thousand and one colours
you suddenly appear.

Who could imagine
a more beautiful sight.

From all your creative energies
You nurture, in fertile soil
New means for imagining

A poetic and sensitive whole.

Patrick & Chantal Ochs
Sociologues



mycoocoon founders

mycoocoon founders, Valérie Corcias and Dominique Kelly created the PANTONE UNIVERSE brand 
and have a long history of collaboration with celebrated product and furniture designers such as Jean 
Marie Massaud, Christophe Pillet, Matali Crasset, Christian Biecher, Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec...

In 2007, they launched co-nekt “Agitateur de Symboles”, a communications agency specializing in 
social and environmental responsibility, providing internal and external communications solutions 
through art and notions of equity, sharing and exchange.

From their experience with color and their commitment to creating social and human connections, 
they created the mycoocoon concept, a worldwide project to improve well-being by balancing 
energy through color experiences and natural elements that awaken the senses.



mycoocoon team - a multi-disciplinary team

Pierre Van Obberghen - Chroma therapist  - An expert in light and colour phenomena and a pioneer in 
the field of colour therapy, Pierre has developed a unique system of colour test diagnosis and a new 
treatment procedure using colour and light. His work was presented at the University of Cambridge 
symposium: Light, Colour and Sound for Health in the 21st Century.

Lanzavecchia+Wai - coocoon designer - Is a creative collaboration between Francesca Lanzavecchia 
and Hunn Wai.To them, being designers means being researchers, engineers, craftsmen and story-
tellers all at the same time. Lanzavecchia’s main interest lies in the relationships objects have and 
can have with the human body and soul. Wai is fascinated by the collisions and fusions of materials, 
meanings and forms. Their cooperation is based on those focuses and having hailed from two very 
different countries and cultures, they attempt to feed off each other’s backgrounds, knowledge and 
skill-sets to fuel lateral thinking and agile tangible application. They are « Elle decor young designer 
of the year 2014»

Marine Peyre - coocoon seat designer - Marine arrived on the design scene in 2001 with a series 
of colourful, silicone objects available at Sketch in London and the MoMA store in New York. Her 
philosophy is embodied in a playful, pop universe that emphasizes multi-faceted games, the use of 
unexpected materials, expressive and colourful shapes, uninhibited attitudes, and works across the 
disciplines of art, space and design.

Guillaume Guerault - Aroma therapist – A man whose name is synonymous with research and with bold 
approaches. Inspired by his own afflictions of anxiety and allergies, Guillaume abandoned his study 
of osteopathy to become a passionate naturopath and aromatologist. With a degree in naturopathy, 
he practices aromatherapy, holistic medicine, micro-nutrition and relaxation massage. 



mycoocoon team - a multi-disciplinary team

Livia Barbosa & Aiden Mc Intyre - Gong masters - Aiden adventure with Gong started in 1993 on the 
shores of Lake Sisque  in near the Mount Shasta. At that time he didn’t realize that the time spent 
there would change his life. He was sitting under a huge redwood, when he heard an unusual sound. 
It was the sound and the vibration of a 28» gong being played by the Gongmaster Don Conreaux a 
particularly magnificent Gong, which he has been playing for  the last 30 years. At that time Don was 
teaching  a workshop on «The Way of the Gong» and his mission of Peace.

Melody Mizraki - Member of the Comité Français de la Couleur – Melody has been providing colour 
consultations at conferences and trade shows since 1995. She is the former Fashion Director of the 
Expofil show and teacher of styling at the Ateliers du Carrousel du Louvre. Melody lectures about 
colour and consults on style trends in the areas of fashion and textiles. She also serves as artistic 
director and colour consultant to industry and luxury business.

AXO LIGHT – lighting manufacturer - Created in the inland Venice area, from the outset it combined 
Italian passion for design with a strong international focus and soon became one of the leading 
companies in the high quality indoor lighting sector. It is through the introduction of innovative 
materials and colors that Axo Light can express its creativity, its emotions and values and can 
realize personalized solutions that also blend into big spaces. The originality of the brand has led the 
company to win several international awards: «Edida-Elle Decor International Design Award», «Best 
of Year Honoree» and many times the «Good Design Award”.

Tod Schuman - Color Expert  - François Maille - Color Team Building - Claudio Borin - coocoon 
manager ...



co@mycoocoon.com
www.mycoocoon.com

co@mycoocoon.com
www.mycoocoon.com


